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iPresentee Realeases Animated iWeb Themes
Published on 03/23/08
iPresentee is offering five high quality, easy to modify, colorful, solid, mysterious,
animated and playful iPresentee iWeb Themes to help you make the right decision developing
great-looking website with iWeb 2.0. Five different themes are available: Black Space,
Playable, Elegance, Photographer (with animation) and Orange Light (with animation). To
get started just buy, download, install the theme, choose the perfect theme for you, and
create a website that is uniquely yours.
Vilnius, Lithuania - iPresentee, the developer of add-ons for Apple's iWork and iLife
applications, has just launched new animated themes for Apple's iWeb 2.0.
iPresentee is offering five high quality, easy to modify, colorful, solid, mysterious,
animated and playful iPresentee iWeb Themes to help you make the right decision developing
great-looking website with iWeb 2.0. Five different themes are available: Black Space,
Playable, Elegance, Photographer (with animation) and Orange Light (with animation). To
get started just buy, download, install the theme, choose the perfect theme for you, and
create a website that is uniquely yours.
Shiny and solid Orange Light iWeb theme comes with chronometer animation. Elegant and
modern Photographer iWeb theme comes with globe animation. Globe and chronometer
animations attracts your visitors attention and brings liveliness to your website.
Mysterious and solid Black Space iWeb theme will attract your visitors with its special
spirit.
If you are seeking for more colors and liveliness for you website iPresentee Playable iWeb
theme is the right one for you. Create elegant website with iPresentee iWeb Elegance
theme. Choosing this theme, your website will be stylish with a dreamy atmosphere.
Each individual iWeb theme is priced at $6.99. The package of all five themes is also
available for $16.99. Also we would like to remind that iPresentee Keynote Animations are
priced at $9.99 (65% discount, until March 31).
iPresentee iWeb themes:
http://www.ipresentee.com/

iPresentee is a group of professional and enthusiastic IT designers that gathered together
in 2007 with the same perspective goal - to create high quality, easy to use and fun
add-ons for Apple's iWork and iLife applications. We seek to make our users happy with our
add-ons and enjoy using it. For more information, please visit the company's website.
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